
Building Culture with Crew in a Christian School
*Use this note-catcher to collect ideas of rhythms you may want to try.
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Community Building Relationships Resources:

Middle School Activities Resource

Scrambled Words with a Side of Toast
● Give each group a phrase to unscramble (example: gniltisne itwh cteersp -listening with

respect)
● Each group discusses the importance of their phrase and creates a quote (the “toast”)

about their phrase that can inspire everyone.
● Then each group shares their phrase and quote with the whole group

Snowball
● Students write down something on a piece of paper (someone they admire and why, a

gift they have, something challenging in their life, ect)
● Everyone crumples up their paper into a “snowball” and tosses it into the middle of the

room.
● Everyone picks up a nearby snowball and takes turns reading the snowballs aloud.

Amazing Analogies
● Pick a prompt to use. (examples: “Trust is like a house because…, Respect is like a street

because…, Our faith is like the wind because…)
● Each group creates an analogy to finish off the prompt.
● Share the analogy with the whole group and discuss.

Creating a PSA (public service announcement)
● Working with a partner or in small groups, students create a PSA(poster, radio, or TV ad)

about … standing up for others in a positive way, respect, trust, ect)
● Students plan, draft, revise and rehearse as needed
● Groups present their PSA to the whole group.

Just like Me
● Use prompts or statements from a discussion.
● Say the prompts or statements aloud.
● Students who feel the statement applies to them stand up (or raise hands) and say

“Just like me” at the same time. Take time to observe who does not stand up, and check
in with them to hear their ideas.

● Repeat as needed with more prompts



Accountability Resources:
Elementary/Middle School  Protocols

● Remember to create norms for the protocols (working silently, being respectful of other
people’s ideas, working the entire time period, writing a comment and responding to 1-3
other people’s comments)

4 Corners
● Students answer a prompt or question. The students will physically move to a corner of

the room to gather with students with a similar response. The group in each corner
shares their thinking together. Students may move to a different corner as the
discussion occurs to align with others with similar ideas. Each corner shares their
thoughts with the whole class.

Chalk Talk
● On pieces of large chart paper, write out the question or phrase.
● Place the chart papers around the room so they are accessible for all students.
● The students begin working, each student will use a different color marker.
● At the conclusion of the time period, the silent time is up and the students should pair up

and record similarities, differences, wonderings, and things they notice.
● These ideas are then shared with the whole class.

Fist to 5
● Students use their fingers on their hand to share their understanding. A fist shows 0 and

1-5 fingers to display higher levels of thinking, 5 being the highest level of understanding.

Glass, Bugs, Mud
● Students self-assess their understanding:

○ Glass: It makes sense, I can do it on my own
○ Bugs: I understand it, but I can’t do it on my own
○ Mud: I need help and I can’t do it on my own

Gallery Walk
● A galley walk is a way for students to display their work. Students use sticky notes to

share warm and cold feedback. After the gallery walk, as a whole class students can
share “a-ha” moments and what they learned from their peers.

Praise, Question, Suggestion
● Each student shares their work in progress with an area they find challenging. Students

use sticky notes to share a specific praise, a question, and suggestion.
● The student receiving feedback looks at the praises, questions, and suggestions and

shares what they want to implement.



Middle School Advisory/CREW Class Norms Resource

Topic: Classroom Norms

Entry Event:
Quick Draw: hand out a blank sheet of paper. Tell students to draw a picture or write sentences
of what they think our world would be like without rules. 2-3 minutes.

Learning Target: We can create classroom norms.

Creating Norms:
1. In groups, have students write down norms on a blank sheet of paper that they think we

should have in our classroom for ideal learning in this space.
2. Then have all students in the class walk around the room looking at the norms each

group wrote. Have the students put a check behind the norm they believe is a good
norm. They should look at every norm from the other groups..

3. At the end of the activity, you should be able to see trends with norms that have more
check marks. Tell students you will look at the trends and create a list, or students could
look at the sheet and write down trends.

4. Compile the norms into about 3-5 norms. For example if students wrote: do not be
mean, that could fit into the norm: I can respect others.

Photo Activity:
1. Show students the list of norms that they created.
2. Pick groups of students to represent what following that norm would look like in a photo.

For example: I can respect supplies. (photo of students sharpening pencils, carefully
closing binders, ect). Option: Have students show a photo that represents what it would
look like if students were not following the norms.

3. Once the group has picked their position take a photo of them displaying what the norm
would look like.

4. Post the list of norms along with the photo somewhere visible in the classroom. Refer to
the norms throughout the year.

Reflection:
Write a response: what should our classroom look like, sound like, feel like if we all follow these
norms.
Each trimester/semester students create a goal of a norm they need to work on.



Middle School Habit of Learning Lesson Plan Resource

Topic:  Habit of Learning (Joy-Filled Communicating)

Entry Event:
Paper Telephone
Each student is given a piece of paper. On the very top of the paper they write a sentence.
Each paper is passed to the person next to them, who draws a picture depicting their interpretation
of the sentence. They then fold the paper so that the sentence is no longer visible, but their picture
is showing. They pass the paper to another student, who then writes a new sentence based on
what he or she thinks the picture is showing. Then this third player folds the picture out of view, and
passes their sentence on to another player. The process is repeated - sentence, picture, sentence -
until the paper is filled, or until a predetermined number (ex:. 5 sentences, 4 pictures) - ending with
a sentence, not a picture. Read the sentences aloud to the group while showing the pictures.

Learning Target: This week each student will be creating their own learning target based on
the topic-- Joy-Filled Communicating.

Activity Steps:
1. Discussion

● How were you a joy-filled collaborator during this activity?
● What are other examples of how you are a joy-filled collaborator in our

classroom?
● How can we be joy-filled collaborators outside the classroom? (home, church,

with friends, etc)
● How can we work to be joy-filled collaborators in future learning experiences

2. Create a Learning Target: based on the discussion around joy-filled collaborating,
create your own personal learning target of how you can be a joy-filled collaborator in
school this week. Write these down on a piece of paper that students can put
somewhere visible(lockers, assignment notebooks,ect)

3. Share your learning target with someone else in the class.

Reflection:
Look back at your created learning target. Write down a response if you met, or did not meet
your learning target for the week. Explain.

Share with another member of the group.



Academic Progress Monitoring Resources:
Elementary/Middle School  Reflections

Inner Circle/Outer Circle
● Half of your students will stand or sit in a circle and the other half of your students will

stand or sit in a circle around the first circle. The students in the inside circle will be
facing the students in the outside circle (students will form two concentric circles)

● The students will be paired with the person they are standing or sitting across from and
will discuss the question or prompt for a set amount of time.

● When the time is up, the inside circle shifts to the right/left one person. The new person
they are standing across from will be their new partner to discuss the question or
prompt with.

● The circles will shift with each new question or prompt. After the final question or
prompt, the students should shift one more time to recap their conversations.

Thumb O-Meter
● Students self-assess their understanding:

○ Thumbs up: It makes sense I can do it on my own
○ Thumbs to the side: I understand it, but can’t do it on my own
○ Thumbs down: I need help and can’t do it on my own

Triangle, Circle, Square
Students assess their understanding using a circle, triangle, and square.

● Circle: circling around-a question
● Triangle: a connection you have made
● Square: What you have squared away in your mind, what makes sense to you now.

Go, Go, Mo (Get One, Give One, Move On)
● Ask students to write down 3-5 key learnings or important ideas about the topic of

study. You may choose to have people write each idea on a different index card or
sticky-note to give away to his or her partner.

● Invite the group to get up and mingle with their peers or colleagues.
● After about 30 seconds, call out “GIVE ONE to a partner.”
● Participants form pairs and each “gives” one of his or her key learnings or important

ideas about the topic to the other, so each person “gives one” and “gets one.” Time may
range from 1-3 minutes.

● Call out “MOVE ON” and participants mingle again.
● Repeat the sharing for as many ideas as people have to share.

Exit Ticket
● At the end of a lesson or unit students answer a prompt to share what they learned.



Middle School Resource WIN TIME

WIN Time!
● WIN = What I Need
● Every Wednesday, TBT will be used to focus on academics, followed by independent

learning/mindfulness.
● You may get a pass from your HR teacher to talk with another teacher. Any teacher can

find a student(s) to come to their room and work on their subject area.
● WIN Time will provide a weekly check-in for you to catch up on

homework/tests/quizzes, do retakes, talk with teachers if they have questions, etc.
● If you are caught up, you can use the time for reading, IXL, memory work, or

mindfulness activities: coloring/drawing, Sudoku, word find, etc.
● You can also check your grades -- they’ll be updated monthly (or more frequently,

depending on the teacher / unit).

Middle School Ideas for academic progress monitoring

● Set academic goals and create a plan to achieve them
● Learn what factors lead to academic success
● Practice debate skills
● Learn and incorporate habits to reach goals
● Identify personal strengths and weakness areas
● Map out a plan for meeting end of year goals

Middle School topic ideas for CREW

● Empathy
● Respect
● Trust
● Peer pressure
● Communication
● Interview school leaders
● How can we be school leaders?
● Community(multiple perspectives)
● Reflect on academic and  spiritual growth
● Personal relationship with Jesus
● Priorities
● Teamwork
● Growth Mindset



Fostering Belonging Resources:
Opening Circle Resources

Hi, Lo, Buffalo
● A high from the day/week/weekend
● A low point from the day/week/weekend
● Buffalo: something random you would like us to know

I feel…
Pick a ball from the center of the circle that represents how you feel today.  (You can have
them place the ball back in the pile or set it to the side to prevent its choice/reason being
repeated by another child.)
Barometer
Use your hand as a barometer to show how you are feeling
(hands high above head means good, low at feet =not great)
Weather Check-in
What weather represents how you feel today?
Skip Greeting
The child who begins announces the number of spaces that will be skipped. For example, the
child says, “Skip four” and then walks to the fifth person in the circle and greets him/ her. The
greeter then takes that person’s place and the student who was greeted walks to the fifth
person down, greets, and switches places, and so on until everyone has been greeted. The
greeting will flow around the circle several times. Before the greeting begins, work with the
class to figure out how many spaces to skip based on the number of people in the circle that
day. The challenge is to make sure that everyone gets greeted.
Last Night I…
Greet each other “Good morning, ______”
You act out something you did last night.
Your classmates guess the action.
Closed Eye Greeting

1. Students sit in a circle with their eyes closed.
2. The teacher says, “Good morning, _____” when that student hears their name, they

open their eyes and return the greeting.
3. Then they greet someone with their eyes closed.
4. This continues until everyone has been greeted and their eyes are open.

Ball Toss Greeting:
Greet another student then gently toss a ball to them, who returns the greeting (but not the
ball). She/he then chooses a new  student to greet and to pass the ball to. The greeting
continues in this way until each student has been greeted once. The greeting ends when the
ball returns to the starter.
Activity:
-can we do it in one minute?
-can we do it backwards?



-can we do it with more than one ball at a time?
Variation - once you have gone through the entire class so they know who they will throw the
ball to, introduce 2-3 more balls at intervals.
Throughline Connection:
What throughline have you lived out this week?
What throughline have you seen others in our class live out this week?

Closing Circle Resources

Prompts for Closing Circle:
● What did you do during recess and who did you play with?
● What made you feel happy today?
● Compliment the person next to you.
● How did you show respect today?
● How were you an Imitator of Christ?
● What was your favorite lesson?
● How did you show self-control today?
● Who did you see working hard today?
● What are you looking forward to?
● How did you show responsibility today?
● Describe how you helped someone feel included today.
● What is one thing you want to work on tomorrow?
● What did you do well today?
● What was the best thing that happened today?
● What made you feel special today?
● What made you feel proud today?
● How did someone help you today?
● What surprised you today?
● What made you laugh today?
● What are you thankful for today?
● How were you a team player today?
● Describe a Throughline you demonstrated today.
● What is one word you would use to describe today?
● How can you make tomorrow better?
● What is a new thing you learned today?
● What is a classroom norm you will focus on tomorrow?
● What made you curious today?
● Who did you see trying their best today?
● What was the hardest thing you did today?
● Describe how you showed patience today.
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